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Check Our Recent Interview
Guest: Robert Marshall
Topic: Constitutional Authority

News From Around PA
PA Congressman Scott Perry joined nine other GOP congressmen to introduce a bill that would repeal the “motor voter law” over fraud fears. The law requires states to accept a signed form attesting that the voter is a US citizen -- nothing else!

The executive director of Planned Parenthood PA Advocates has resigned over claims of creating a hostile workplace culture.

The former principal of Evergreen Elementary School in Perkiomen Valley School District (Montco), Amy Sacks, is suing the school for firing her over posts she shared on her personal Facebook page. The school district claims her posts, such as “No Left Turn in Education,” were “offensive, unacceptable, and unprofessional.”

The School District of Philadelphia has teamed up with Big Brothers Big Sisters Independence to launch the first district-wide virtual gender and sexuality alliance (GSA). Through the virtual GSA, students can connect with each other and LGBTQ+ adults and discuss issues relevant to “the community”.


State Rep Jim Gregory (R-Blair) has announced intentions to introduce a bill to repeal mail-in voting.

News From National Scene
The states of AL, AK, AR, IN, KS, KY, LA, MS, MT, NE, OK, SC, TX and WV signed a brief supporting Idaho’s law banning biological males from competing on girls’ high school and college teams.

A baby that spent more than 27 years as an embryo in frozen preservation has been born in East Tennessee!

John Ratcliffe, director of national intelligence, said that China is targeting lawmakers with six times the frequency of Russia and 12 times more than Iran. Further saying, “They want laws and policies out of the United States that are favorable to China.” The efforts are specifically targeting members of the presumptive Biden Admin.

Hulu and the Hallmark Channel have both released Christmas films that feature LGBTQ couples in the main storyline. And there are at least seven new movies this month that have some sort of representation as well.

Sarah Kate Ellis, CEO and president of GLAAD noted, of an estimated 879 regular characters on broadcast scripted prime-time programming, about 10% -- 90 characters total -- are explicitly LGBTQ - saying “Those films are our biggest cultural export in the US. They go to a global audience.”
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